MANAGE YOUR ANIMAL SHELTERING AND OPERATIONS WITH PETPOINT PROFESSIONAL
PetPoint Professional is designed to help with the animal data management needs of animal welfare organizations, focusing on the data that helps you better understand your animal care and operations.

Built to be the optimal solution for animal welfare organizations, PetPoint Professional offers a scalable product that you can use as much, or as little, as you need. From animal stays and medical services provided, to advanced needs including equipment rental, humane investigations, licensing and more; PetPoint Professional allows you to keep track of what is going on in your organization.

With over 100 reports, PetPoint Professional helps you understand your organization as it relates to animal care, animal flow and operations. Admins in your organization have the control to add and update items that appear in many drop down menus, as well as medical or receipt items and monitor data integrity.

COMPLETE LIST OF FUNCTIONALITY INCLUDED IN PETPOINT PROFESSIONAL:

- Over 100 Configurable Fields to Track the Information You Need
- Multiple User Settings and Restrictions at the User Level
- Simple to Advanced Security Options
- Intake/Outcome (Visit) Tracking including Domestic and Wild Animals
- Detailed Animal Profile Options
- Automated I-frame Inserts Allowing you to Display Animals Available for Adoption within Seconds of Update – with no manual webpage update
- Stray Animal I-Frame Website Listings
- Transferring between Organizations using PetPoint (PetPoint Transfer Network)
- Medical Entry
- Foster Care Management
- Basic Receipting Capabilities for Intakes, Outcomes, Medical, Donation, Licenses and more
- Simple Retail Inventory Tracking
- Online Payment Integration with Bluefin Payment Processor
- Behavior Assessment Tracking
- Tracking for Individuals with Specific Animal Adoption Requests (Species, Breed, Size, Special Needs)
- Lost/Found Tracking and I-Frame for Website Listings
- Equipment Rental Tracking
- Case/Humane Law Enforcement Tracking and Reporting
- Basic Licensing
- Basic Scheduling
- Hotline/Tipline Tracking
- Advanced Location Viewing and Management
- Happy Tails I-frame Website Listings
- Reporting in all Entry Areas Offering Thousands of Report Output Possibilities
- PetPoint Portfolio Reporting Using Aggregate Data Allowing you to Understand Your Organization as it Relates Statewide and Nationally

AREAS TO HIGHLIGHT:

- Configurable Admin Area
- Visual Screens Focused on Making Entry Efficient
- Integrated and Automated Animal Listings for Your Website, Petango.com, Twitter and Adopt-A-Pet
- Advanced Medical Automation and Mass Completion
- PetPoint Transfer Network Helping to Connect You with Transfer Organizations and Share Animal Information without Compromising Security

OTHER INFORMATION:

- Basic Support Package Included
- Up to 100% Discounted Software Licensing Fees
- Automatic Registration of Microchips with inclusion into the AAHA Microchip Look-Up tool and 24PetWatch’s Best in Class Lost Pet Services
- Opportunity for Adopters to Receive Trial of Insurance* (reducing returns and saving medical costs)

*where available
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